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Background: The way in which patients receive bad news in a consultation can have a profound effect in terms of anxiety,
depression and subsequent adjustment. Despite investment in well-researched communication skills training and availability of
decision-making aids, communication problems in oncology continue to be encountered.

Methods: We conducted a mixed-methods study in a large UK Cancer Centre to develop a novel consultation aid that could be
used jointly by patients and doctors. Consultations were audio-recorded and both the doctors and the patients were interviewed.
We used conversation analysis to analyse the consultation encounter and interpretative phenomenological analysis to analyse the
interviews. Key themes were generated to inform the design of the aid.

Results: A total of 16 doctors were recruited into the study along with 77 patients. Detailed analysis from 36 consultations
identified key themes (including preparation, information exchange, question-asking and decision making), which were
subsequently addressed in the design of the paper-based aid.

Conclusions: Using detailed analysis and observation of oncology consultations, we have designed a novel consultation aid that
can be used jointly by doctors and patients. It is not tumour-site specific and can potentially be utilised by new and follow-up
consultations.

It is well recognised that the way in which patients receive bad
news in a consultation can have a profound effect in terms of
anxiety and depression and subsequent adjustment (Fallowfield
et al, 2002; Schofield et al, 2003). This is reflected in both the NHS
Cancer Plan for England and Wales and the National Institute for
Clinical Excellence (NICE) Improving Outcomes Guidance in
Cancer Services (Department of Health, 2000; NICE, 2004).
Both documents emphasise good communication between health
professionals and patients as being integral to delivering high-
quality care and empowering people to be involved in decisions
about their own care. The NICE document states that ‘individual
preferences for different levels of involvement in decisions must be
respected’. Consequently, there has been significant investment in
well-researched communication skills training for doctors (Fellows
et al, 2004) and there is a national communication skills training

programme run through the National Cancer Action Team
(National Cancer Action Team website; National Cancer Action
Team Connected; Advanced Communication Skills Training,
http://ncat.nhs.uk/our-work/improvement/connected-advanced-
communication-skills-training#).

Other tools available in oncology to enhance patient participa-
tion in consultations include:

1. Information-based interventions—for example, using patient
question prompt sheets, giving patients audiotapes of the
consultation or written reports (Butow et al, 1994; Brown et al,
2001; Bruera et al, 2003; Clayton et al, 2007).

2. Coaching/skill-building approaches—for example, educating
patients with skilled trainers before their oncology consultation
to ‘rehearse’ the consultation (Stacey et al, 2012).
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3. Community-based approaches—for example, workshops where
patients are told about the consultation process and what to
expect (Towle et al, 2003).

4. Decision-making aids—for example, written algorithms of the
options available in a specific disease area (Silvia et al, 2008).

Although all these options have some merit, none are ideal.
Information-based interventions cover a broad group of commu-
nication aids with examples including promotion of question-
listing before consultation (Kinnersley et al, 2007), audio-recording
consultations and note-taking services (Pitkethly et al, 2008). The
main aims of these interventions are to increase question-asking
and information recall following the consultation. Numerous such
aids and approaches are available in oncology and results are
mixed as described in the Cochrane reviews cited.

Both coaching- and community-based approaches are excellent
in preparing patients for what to expect at their consultation and
this can ensure that patients have the skills and confidence to
participate fully in their consultation. However, as this is done in
isolation from the doctors, it does not help doctors structure their
approach to the consultation.

Decision aids are print or multimedia materials that present
focused information about treatment options and their outcomes.
The Cochrane Collaboration systematic reviews of interventions
involving decision aids for patients making health treatment or
screening decisions (Stacey et al, 2011) concluded that these aids
increased patients’ knowledge, reduced decisions conflict, reduced
the number of patients being passive in decision making and
reduced the number of patients being undecided about their
treatment. However, there was no demonstrable effect on patient
satisfaction or anxiety and no clear understanding of the impact on
the patient–doctor encounter (e.g., consultation length).

An increasingly important factor in effective communication in
oncology is the recording of patient-related outcomes (PROs) such
as quality of life. An interesting randomised trial enabled PROs to
be fed back to managing oncologists in ‘real-time’ (Velikova et al,
2004; Takeuchi et al, 2011). This approach did seem to improve
communication around symptoms but not necessarily around
functioning problems and they concluded that more clinician-
focused strategies were required.

Many of the types of aids referred to above are often disease
specific; hence, their application is limited. Moreover, these aids
and training approaches have tended to play down the dynamic
nature of doctor–patient communication and in particular the role
of the doctor’s consulting behaviour in shaping patient involve-
ment. Some excellent clinical guidelines for medical practitioners
do exist (Baile et al, 2000). Although they do highlight the
importance of assessing the patients’ perception of their situation
and seek to engage them in the consultation, they target the
doctors’ behaviour and so lack transparency for the patient in
relation to their involvement in the consultation process.
Compounding this, in a study by our group, doctors, particularly
trainees, have reported their lack of confidence in structuring
consultations. They frequently experience a ‘mis-match’ between
eliciting the patient’s agenda and the disclosure of necessary
information (e.g., prognosis or scan result) at the time of
consultation (Furber, 2010). From our perspective, both parties’
communication behaviours need to be examined in concert with
one another to identify how that dynamic influences and shapes
the consultation process (Heritage and Maynard, 2006).

On the basis of the literature, we believe that there is an unmet
need with the consultation aids currently available as none are
specifically designed to be used jointly by the patient and the
doctor with the key intention being to influence the consultation
behaviour of both parties and make transparent the patients’ prior
understanding of their illness and need for further information.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to develop a consultation aid

that could be used jointly by doctors and patients and undertake
preliminary evaluation of the aid with focus groups. This article
reports some central findings from the study and discusses how
this led to the development of a consultation aid and how this aid
differs from others in the literature.

This was a mixed-methods study using questionnaires and
semi-structured interviews with doctors and with patients attend-
ing oncology consultations. Ethical approval for the study was
obtained from Nottingham Research Ethics Committee 2 (refer-
ence number 09/H0408/34) and all participating subjects (doctors
and patients) gave written informed consent, which included the
use of anonymised quotes.

SECTION 1 METHODS

Setting. The study was carried out in a large UK Cancer Centre
that provides all non-surgical oncology specialist treatment
options.

Recruitment process. To provide as much data as possible to
inform the design of the consultation aid, a maximum variability
sample for both the patients and the doctors was required. All
oncology consultants and specialist registrars (SpRs) working in
the oncology department (both medical and clinical oncologists)
during the recruitment period were invited to participate in the
study. This was done initially by means of a participant
information letter followed by a face-to-face discussion with a
member of the research team. We then liaised with the
participating consultants’ clinic co-ordinators weekly in order to
identify eligible patients. We aimed to recruit up to two patients
from consecutive clinics (numbers were limited per clinic to ensure
we could organise subsequent interviews in a timely manner). We
purposefully sampled to ensure a wide range of patients with a
variety of tumour types and on different treatment pathways. We
recruited not only patients who were new referrals to the cancer
centre but also those attending for chemotherapy, radiotherapy or
follow-up and undergoing active surveillance. They had to know
their cancer diagnosis, be over 18 years of age and be willing to
participate in the study. LF and SB provided an opportunity for
doctors and patients to seek further clarification about the study
and obtained written informed consent from those willing to
participate.

Study procedures. Participants consented to having their con-
sultations audio-recorded. The researchers (LF or SB) placed a
small digital audio recorder on the desk in the consulting room.
When the doctor indicated they were ready to see the patient, the
researcher pressed record and left the consulting room.

Immediately following the consultation the patients completed
the Patient Satisfaction Questionnaire PSQ-MD (Loblaw et al,
1999, 2004) to record their satisfaction with that consultation. The
questionnaire was scored (see Analysis section) and those patients
with high, moderate and low satisfaction scores were then invited
to undergo a semi-structured interview. This was conducted in the
hospital or in the patient’s home within 1–4 days following the
consultation. Doctors were also interviewed as soon as possible
after the consultation and only ever had one trial participant per
clinic. The interviews were conducted by LF and SB, audio-
recorded and transcribed verbatim.

The content of the interview guide for doctors and patients was
similar. Each had a set of open-ended questions directed to
exploring, for example, how participants felt before, during and
following the consultation; how they each experienced the
consultation in terms of interactions and communication; how
information was shared and received; and their satisfaction with
the consultation.
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Analysis plan

Identification of patients for interviewing using the PSQ-MD.
The PSQ-MD questionnaire contains 24 items and is anchored by
a 4-point Likert-type response scale (strongly agree, agree, disagree
and strongly disagree) as well as by the response ‘does not apply’.
We scored these positively such that four equated with strongly
agree. As some elements of the PSQ-MD are negatively worded,
and others positively worded, we used reverse scoring as necessary.
‘Does not apply’ was recorded as missing data. For each participant
completing the PSQ-MD questionnaire, we recorded their score as
a mean with four equating to very satisfied—this was in line with
the methodology applied by the developers of the scale. As a pre-
requisite for the methodology for this study we carried out a piece
of work where we gave the PSQ-MD questionnaire to 205 patients
attending our Centre to obtain scores from a suitable reference
population. In that study, the return rate of questionnaires was
83.9%, and of these over 90% were successfully completed. Results
indicated a mean satisfaction score of 3.51 SD 0.40 with a range of
1.95–4.0. The satisfaction scores were non-normally distributed
and it was not possible to transform the data to a normal
distribution. Consequently, in the current study, we proposed to
select all patients below the 25th percentile (approximately)
and all patients above the 75th percentile (approximately) and a
sample of 10 patients from the 37.5–62.5 percentile, thus
representing patients with high, moderate and low satisfaction.
Patients were recruited consecutively. In addition, as requested by
the Patient and Carer Study Group (PCSG), we agreed to
purposefully sample a small number of patients whose score did
not fall within one of these groups, however, a significant event
happened during the consultation (for example, test results were
unavailable).

In line with other qualitative studies a formal power calculation
for recruitment numbers was not carried out (Hancock et al, 2009),
and we aimed to recruit 30–40 patients for interview. To maximise
the number of clinics we could recruit from, we planned to recruit
as many doctors as possible.

Conversation analysis. We applied conversation analysis (CA)
(Collins et al, 2005; Heritage and Maynard, 2006) to the audio-
recordings of the consultations, which allowed us to undertake a
meticulous examination of each of the encounters. Characteristics
of speech exchange were detailed with the location of utterance
types, including patient-initiated questions, topic transition state-
ments, pauses, pace and intonation. These characteristics, among
others, provided important insight into the structure and process
of the interaction and how that process was influenced by the
communication behaviours of the doctor and the patient. The first
level of analysis was conducted by GM. Subsequent analyses were
carried out by GM, AT and LF. Any disagreements regarding the
interpretation of the data were resolved through discussion using
findings from the interview data as well as by revisiting the original
consultation data.

Intrepretative phenomenology analysis. We carried out intre-
pretative phenomenology analysis (IPA) on the interview data
from doctors and patients. We analysed the expectations and
experiences of both patients and doctors individually before
looking for shared themes across the data. Intrepretative
phenomenology analysis, an approach outlined by Smith et al
(2009), is used to establish an in-depth, experientially focused
analysis and is useful for exposing complexity within and between
participant accounts. Initially, each interview was subjected to
analysis by LF and SB independently. The researchers then
compared their coded data and how they each interpreted the
experiences described by each participant. Patterns of meanings
were identified and recorded, and subsequently tentative compar-
isons were made across cases. Maps were created to look at

interrelationships, connections and patterns from the data to
identify key themes and subthemes.

SECTION 1 RESULTS

Patients and doctors were recruited over a 12-month period.
A total of 16 doctors were recruited (7 out of 9 potential
consultants and 9 out of 12 registrars) of whom 6 were male and 10
were female. The main reason for doctors not wishing to take part
was lack of time to guarantee availability for interviews. Four
doctors did not take part in any interview and the median number
of interviews per doctor was 3 (range 1–5). A total of 182 patients
were approached and of them 77 agreed to take part in the study
(see Figure 1). Demographic data of the participants are shown in
Table 1. We reached saturation of emerging themes after analysing
the CA and IPA data from 36 patients. This included four patients
who were recruited because a significant event happened in the
consultation (e.g., pivotal clinical data missing), although the
satisfaction score did not fall within one of the targeted percentile
ranges.

PSQ-MD analysis. It was assumed that data were missing at
random and as such could be excluded (subsequent analysis
reviewing patterns of missing data confirmed the accuracy of this
assumption). The scores per percentile and the number of patients
recruited per group are shown in Figure 2. Although we had
previously tested the PSQ-MD questionnaire, it did not perform
well in identifying patients with high and low satisfaction.
Discordant results were found between the score from the
questionnaire and the information given at the semi-structured
interviews. For example, when answering the question ‘The doctor
did not take my problems very seriously’ only 1 out of 8 patients
who reported dissatisfaction actually described being dissatisfied
during their interview. Some patients scored a low satisfaction
score but described the consultation in positive terms during the
interview. For all quotes, participants are identified by their status
of patient/doctor, their gender and participant number.

Key themes. In total, we identified six key themes (Table 2).

Preparation for the consultation. Preparation for the consulta-
tion emerged as a critical factor in shaping doctors’ and patients’
perception of the consultation. From the patients’ perspectives,

182 Patients
approached

67 Patients
included and
consultation

recorded

3 Cases
incomplete
excluded**

105 Declined to
participate*

Low
satisfaction
11 patients

7 Patients
withdrew consent

excluded  

High
satisfaction
12 patients

Moderate
satisfaction
9 patients

77 Patients
agreed to
participate

36 Completed
cases (i.e. CA and

IPA of Dr and
patient interview)

4 Cases outside
of satisfaction

scores set

Figure 1. Flow chart showing patient recruitment. *The main reason
given was too much going on in life to take this on. **Unable to
complete follow-up interview.
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there was consensus that, irrespective of how good their
consultation experience was, a diagnosis of cancer brought distress
and this could not be avoided. However, having information about
what was likely to happen at an oncology consultation in advance
could at least minimise the anxiety of this encounter.

All of the doctors read annotations and looked at results before
seeing the patient. Only one doctor, DM2, described how he felt it
was inappropriate to ever read notes or look at the computer
screen in front of the patient. DM2 thought it helped the patient
know that they were the main focus of his attention. Patients on
the other hand did not mind if the doctor had to refer to their
notes for clarification during the consultation but some considered
it disrespectful to sit reading notes in front of them.

‘It is very clear when you walk into a room and the doctor hasn’t
a clue about you. They are trying to read your notes while you
are talking to them and they can’t do the two things at once.’
(PM62)

PF46 described how doctors frequently read her notes in front
of her making her feel like a ‘set of notes, ‘dehumanised’ and ‘lost
within a system’. In contrast, PM62 described how satisfied he was
with a consultation because, even though he had never met the
doctor before, she had taken the trouble to review his notes and so
already knew something about him.

Patients also reported that it was important that medical notes
be prepared sufficiently and that medical reports or referral letters
be present and correct in the patient’s notes. In at least 5 out of the
36 consultations this was not the case, which had a negative impact
on the doctor’s and patient’s consultation experience.

‘I felt cross and I felt frustrated because this was a vital piece of
information. Why didn’t somebody phone up, you know worst
case scenario and say look I’m really sorry there’s a piece of
information missing that we need for this consultation, so would
it be possible to postpone the consultation.’ (PM34)

‘y the case notes were just not properly prepared. I just do not
know why that appointment wasn’t cancelled. We derived no
benefit whatsoever from that consultation.’ (PF27)

In each of these five cases, the doctors expressed frustration
because without the necessary information they could not
produce a definitive management plan. Although patients wanted
clinical decisions to be made in a timely and efficient manner,
coming to the hospital was an effort for many patients. With
this in mind, three of the patients described how they would
rather be given the opportunity to postpone their consultation
until the information was available; it was considered a waste of
their time and of hospital resources. Forward planning and
honesty was regarded as the best policy by these patients on such
occasions.

Agenda mismatch. Frequently during the consultation there was a
clear ‘agenda mismatch’. That is to say, the information needs and
priorities of the patient were often misaligned with those of the
doctor. The reason for this appeared to be multifactorial but often
lay at the heart of the communication process. This became
apparent when comparisons were made between the doctors’ and
the patients’ perspectives following the consultation. For example,
following one consultation the doctor thought that her consulta-
tion with a patient had been very straightforward and pleasant, but
in contrast the patient was disappointed because the doctor had
not acknowledged with her the significance of completing a long
and difficult course of treatment for breast cancer and had
concerns for her future.

‘I think she was obviously wondering what the echo report was
like but I don’t think there is anything else she was worried
about. She came in relaxed and just seemed calm. It was an
enjoyable experience.’ (DF8)

‘It would it have been nice if she’d spoken to me a little bit about
my coming to the end of my treatment; because it’s a big thing to
have gone through two years almost of treatment and to be
coming to the end of the major part of it.’ (PF46)

PF46 explained that once she stopped treatment she would lose
the ‘safety net’ of the hospital, but did not articulate this concern to
her doctor. This reflects a typical behaviour we observed, which is
that patients generally chose not to question the doctor or seek
further information to meet their own needs.

Table 1. Patient demographics

Variable Number %

Gender

Male 42 62.7
Female 25 37.3

Age (years)

o50 12 17.9
450 55 82.1

Marital status

Co-habiting 54 80.6
Divorced/separated 6 9
Widowed 4 6
Single 3 4.5

Cancer type

Upper GI including pancreas 15 22.2
Lung 13 19.4
Melanoma 13 19.4
Breast 10 15
Colorectal 6 9
Sarcoma 3 4.5
Urological 3 4.5
Lymphoma and myeloma 2 3
Head and neck 2 3

Abbreviation: GI¼gastrointestinal.
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Figure 2. Chart demonstrating the median PSQ-MD scores for each
percentile and the number of patients recruited into each group. *This
cohort included patients with scores of 3.25, 3.30, 3.86 and 3.86 but a
significant event occurred in the consultation—for example, key clinical
data missing.
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At times, patients were given minimal opportunity to share their
concerns. In particular, some SpRs feared that eliciting a patient’s
concern would lengthen the consultation or produce issues they
did not have the skills to deal with:

‘I usually wait for the patient to open up to me because probing
can be quite difficult. I also think sometimes that there’s not
enough time in the consultation to probe everyone. I think I’d
only start probing someone for information if I was concerned
that they might be depressed or giving off clues that they might be
depressed.’ (DF8)

When asked to describe what they thought the patient’s main
needs were during the consultation eight doctors were only able to
guess. In contrast, most patients valued the opportunity to raise
their concerns in the consultation and 13 patients described this
aspect as being very important.

Improving information exchange

Timing of information delivery. In order to improve the exchange
of information, doctors described needing to give information to
patients clearly, and in stages. Four doctors believed that patients
needed to know that there would be more opportunity in the
forthcoming weeks to learn more about their illness and that on
each occasion patients needed time to allow the information to
sink in. As one doctor described it:

‘Often it takes more than one consultation before they under-
stand all these details. It is often very difficult to come in and
hear about a very complicated treatmentyThere are lots of stops
for them to get more informationyso on the whole we tend to
give them little bits of information at a time rather than a whole
load in one go.’ (DM6)

Patients tended to review the speed in which they received
information differently. Receiving information about a diagnosis of
cancer warranted a speedy disclosure so that patients were not left
in a state of limbo. Throughout the patients’ care pathway six
patients described not wanting to know all of the facts too soon. If
too much information was given in one consultation, patients
found it difficult to absorb and tended to feel more anxious.

Patients who were more likely to feel satisfied with their
consultation experience received information when they were
ready to hear it and were made to feel involved in their care.

Encouraging question-asking. It was not uncommon for patients
to prepare a list of questions but this did not mean they referred to
it. From the CA, we discovered that levels of patient-initiated
questions within the consultation were very low. For most patients,
impression management, that is, the patient’s desire to influence
the doctor’s impression of them (Goffman, 1959), seemed to be
paramount in shaping levels of question-asking. For example, four
patients were concerned about asking questions because they did
not want to appear to be challenging the doctor’s competence, or as
one patient put it ‘rocking the boat’. Other patients were concerned
that asking questions implicated their own lack of intellect. Finally,
five patients reported that they were acutely aware of taking up the
doctor’s time and were reticent to ask questions so as not to
lengthen the consultation and contribute to further delays in the
clinic.

Ten patients articulated the importance and value of viewing
their scan results on the computer as this made them feel included
in their care. Moreover, reviewing digital images also enabled
patients to ask their questions and at times aided understanding.
This finding was verified in our analysis of the consultation data,
which revealed that, almost invariably, patient-initiated questions
followed when doctors invoked scan or X-ray results in the
consultation process (Murtagh et al, 2013).

‘I understood what he was talking about and he showed me the
scan. He asked if I wanted to see it and I said yes. I thought it
was pretty good the way he explained it...I then understood why I
couldn’t eat very fast or why it was coming back.’ (PM19)

Decision making. It is very challenging for doctors to know how
involved patients want to be in decision making, particularly when
they are meeting them for a first consultation and at a time when
emotions are high. Areas for caution were highlighted. Even if
patients wanted to be involved in decision making they were
mindful that they did not have the knowledge to make decisions
about their care on their own and turned to the doctor for their
expertise and guidance. As such they expected the doctor to advise
the best course of action and often found it very difficult if options

Table 2. Key study findings and how they have been incorporated into the design of the consultation aid

Theme How this is addressed in the aid?

Preparation
Patients
Doctors
Casenotes

Advise patients about what to expect at the consultation, encourage patients to bring someone and also a list of
questions if they wish
Encourage doctors to review case notes before consultation
Remind administration staff that if vital results are not available, discuss with medical team clinic so appointment
can be postponed

Agenda mismatch Ask patients to identify key issues they would like to discuss at the consultation. This is completed on the aid and
given to the doctor as part of their preparation for the consultation

Information exchange
How much do patients want to be involved
in decision making?
Provide opportunities for question-asking

Expressly ask patients how they want to be involved in decision making so that the consultation can be tailored
to their wishes
Remind doctors to give opportunities for question-asking—actually showing the digital images may assist

Patient centredness Remind doctors that this does not mean leaving patients to make decisions but supporting patients in their
requirement for decision making (see above)

Prognosis discussion
Address changing needs of patients over
time

Explain to patients what prognosis means and ask them to consider ahead of consultation how much
information with regard to this they want. Can be filled in on the aid
Remind doctors that patients’ needs change through their cancer journey
Encourage patients to bring this to the attention of the doctors by updating the aid

Doctors’ interpersonal styles Remind doctors of the importance of this for example do not use throw away or off the cuff comments
Go back to first principles about empathy and establishing rapport
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were given with no guidance. There was a misunderstanding
among some doctors that patient centredness involved leaving the
patient to make all the decisions. This is exemplified in the
following extract:

‘ythey said you can have chemo if you want it, but it’s my
decision. I found it very hard to make a decision like that because
they said no decision’s the right one or wrong oney.. I said what
would you do if you were me and he said I can’t tell you that,
you’ve got to make the decision yourself. I found that very hard
but obviously that is the way things arey’ (PF13)

In some cases, a lasting impression was made if a patient felt the
doctor had communicated insensitively and/or forced a patient to
make a decision they felt ill-equipped to make. One patient refused
to see one doctor because she believed he had been unprofessional:

‘We went in and he said ‘Are you going to have chemo or
radiotherapy? Well, when you’ve just gone into a room and they
say are you going to have this or that, I mean, as ignorant
bystanders we don’t know the ins-and-outs of things and well, we
don’t know; perhaps we’ll have to think about it. ‘Well, you’ve got
to make your mind up because I’ve got to fill this form in, and if
you don’t have it done you’ll be gone in 18 months.’ (PF24)

Prognosis. We also discovered that information about prognosis
was poorly handled, and on some occasions doctors and patients
felt reluctant to raise the topic. For patients, it was important that a
consistent message was conveyed throughout their care. Four
patients reported being given inconsistent information and felt
dissatisfied and somewhat untrusting of their doctors. Words used
to convey a message from the outset stayed with a patient
throughout their care. For example,

‘I always remember something that was said to me at my first
interview. This is a very aggressive carcinoma and difficult to
control. We’ll teach it a lesson and give it a good thrashing first
time round but don’t lose sight of the fact that it’s an aggressive
one to treat and difficult to cure.’ (PM67)

Additionally, when the issue of prognosis was raised in the
consultation it was important that the information was delivered
sensitively and timely—preferably not just before the end of the
consultation. Many patients appreciated that it must be a difficult
task to break bad news and felt sympathetic towards the doctor for
having to do this part of their job. Patients were appreciative if the
doctor treated them as an individual and were sensitive to their
needs when disclosing information and offered them some hope
that all would be done to help and support them. PM62 reported
that giving the patient time was critical when sensitive information
is exchanged—‘this is your time and it doesn’t matter how long it
takes’. Patients also recognised the importance of subtle commu-
nication behaviours (e.g., maintaining eye contact and expressions
of empathy) as positively influencing the delivery of prognostic
information.

SCETION 2 METHODS

To develop the consultation aid, we identified specific commu-
nication practices using CA and key themes emergent from the
interview data using IPA. The researchers consulted regularly
throughout the analysis period and comparisons were made
between emerging CA and IPA themes until we were confident of
theme saturation. This provided us with insight into both the
unique and general patterns of consultation behaviour for both
doctors and patients. The PCSG was consulted monthly through
the analysis period and provided another layer of analysis, helping

us develop the design of the aid. The final aid was approved by the
research team and PCSG before taking to doctor and patient focus
groups.

Focus group work. We prepared to conduct four focus groups
with six to eight participants with a similar background in each
group. For the patient focus groups, clinic co-ordinators and
Clinical Research Nurses were asked to identify patients willing to
participate—none had taken part previously in the study. Patients
were either undergoing treatment or had recently completed
treatment and were being followed up by their oncologists. Each
doctor working within the oncology department was invited to
participate in a focus group. We proposed to hold one focus group
with consultants and one focus group with registrars. Having
received a letter inviting them to participate in the focus group,
each participant provided written consent.

All focus groups were audio-recorded; the patient groups were
faciliated by LF and the doctor focus groups by SB. They were held
in a meeting room in the oncology department and it was
anticipated that each focus group would last for B60min. A
simple topic guide was used to faciliate the focus group discussions.
We wanted to know what the participants felt about the design and
content of the consultation aid prototype and how they perceived
the consultation aid might be used in practice. A group discussion
was encouraged. The data provided were used to finalise the design
and produce a prototype of the Consultation aid for future
validation and acceptability testing.

SECTION 2 RESULTS

Four consultants attended their focus group, with two additional
consultants meeting with the researcher at a later time. Seven
registrars attended their focus group. Three doctors had not taken
part in the study previously. Three patient focus groups were held
with five, four and two patients in each. The main reason for
patients not attending the group as planned was due to a change in
clinical situation.

Design of the aid. One of the central findings from our data is
that patients’ needs and expectations are significantly influenced by
their prior experience and these can change over a period of time.
We recognised that any aid would need to effectively accommodate
this. It seemed inappropriate to develop an aid for patients only,
when it was clear from our data that doctors too needed to
recognise how they could improve their consultation behaviour.
On the basis of the literature and our findings, we were keen to
develop an aid that could be used jointly by the patient and the
doctor. We therefore designed a paper-based consultation aid. It
consists of two booklets (one for the doctor and one for the
patient) and leaflets to be completed by the patient before
consultations (one for new consultations and one for follow-up).
It was anticipated that the patients would complete the leaflet
before seeing the doctor and this would go on the front of the case
notes. The doctor would review this as part of the preparation for
the structure of the consultation. Although we did consider a web-
based aid, the paper style was cheap and did not rely on patients’
computer skills and hence we hoped that it would be acceptable to
a wider audience.

In the doctor booklet, we described the aid and how we
envisaged patients would use it. We also gave some reminders on
how to improve the consultation experience—for example, being
aware of interpersonal skills and assessing patients’ needs and
expectations. Throughout the aid we used patients’ quotes from
our study as these were a very powerful way to illustrate key issues.
It was anticipated that doctors would not use the booklet with each
consultation but rather have it as an aid memoir to consult as
necessary.
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In the patients’ booklet we explained the different types of
oncology consultations in some detail, including who to bring,
what will happen and who they will see. We also talked about
timings of the clinic and consultation so that patients had an idea
of how much time they had dedicated to them. We explained about
question-asking as well as decision making to provide patients with
clear insight into ways in which they could structure their
involvement and get the most from their consultation.

The patient leaflets asked patients to consider how much
information they wanted about their prognosis and to write down
any particular questions. For the follow-up consultations patients
were asked to consider how they wanted to be involved in the
consultation.

Focus group feedback. There was overwhelming support from the
patients. They felt the layout and content of the consultation aid
was just right. They anticipated that relatives of patients in
particular would find the booklet helpful. Even some of the more
‘experienced’ patients who had been attending the oncology
department for a long time learnt new things (for example, being
able to see their scan results).

Interestingly, there was also significant support from the more
senior doctors. They felt that the design and content of the
consultation aid was appropriate and would be useful in practice.
They felt that they would have greater insight into the needs of
their patient and the patient’s current level of understanding. They
also hoped that the patient would become more focused and would
be empowered to take greater sense of control and ownership
about what was happening to them if they so wished. In contrast,
the junior doctors were concerned about the aid lengthening the
time of the consultations. It was very clear from their discussion
that they were focused on delivering the information they
perceived they had to with patient needs taking second place.
There was also concern raised that specifically bringing up the
issue of prognosis at an early stage could heighten anxiety and
depression. Finally, doctors wanted reassurance that the aid could
be introduced into the current patient pathways and not introduce
delays at any stage.

DISCUSSION

We have developed a consultation aid that can be used jointly by
doctors and patients in both new and follow-up consultations for
patients in oncology. It is not tumour-site specific and can be used
in a longitudinal manner by patients throughout their cancer
journey. As such, to the best of our knowledge it is novel compared
with other types of aids used in oncology consultations.

A limitation of our study is that the PSQ-MD did not perform
as well as we had predicted from our previous experience. We
found that there were circumstances when the satisfaction score
predicted that a patient would be dissatisfied with their consulta-
tion, and yet at interview positive comments were made, and vice
versa. Of course, this may be because the recollection of the
consultation may change once a patient has time to reflect on its
content. By selecting patients with a range of satisfaction scores we
do not think that this observation would have biased the emergent
themes used for the design of the aid. We recognise how difficult it
is to measure satisfaction in the clinical setting. Although in their
second paper Loblaw et al identified two subscales of the PSQ-MD
(physician disengagement and perceived support), our interview
data did not show any correlation with either of these subscales.

We purposefully wanted to develop an aid that had the potential
to be used by many patients, and therefore we recruited patients
with different tumour types on various treatment pathways to try
and capture as many important themes as possible. A caveat is that,
because of the small numbers recruited into each group, we are

unable to assess whether the performance of the PSQ-MD varied
between clinical groups. Another limitation of our study is that the
take-up rate for participation by patients was low. We are therefore
aware that there may be ‘missed’ important themes within this
population.

We identified six main emergent themes, all of which have
previously been reported to some extent when patient satisfaction
has been studied. We were surprised with the number of doctors
who misunderstood the term patient-centredness and believed this
to be passing all information to the patient and remaining distant
from any clinical management making. We were also surprised
with the low level of question-asking that was seen in our patient
population compared with other studies (Butow et al, 1994;
Murtagh et al, 2013). The finding that actually showing the digital
scan images to patients promoted question-asking was to our
knowledge a novel strategy for promoting information exchange.
Despite all of our participating consultants attending an advanced
communication skills training course, negative ‘off the cuff’
remarks were still evident. The long-standing impact on the
patient experience of these unintentional but ultimately insensitive
comments was clear.

Rodin carried out a systematic review of practice guidelines,
systematic reviews and randomised trials specifically in cancer
(Rodin et al, 2009). He concluded that some of the evidence
reviewed supported the view that there was a psychological benefit
to patients (mainly women and those with lower levels of anxiety)
when discussions of life expectancy and prognosis are included in
consultations. Non-specific physician characteristics, such as
compassion and empathy, are important in improving patient
satisfaction, and techniques to increase patient participation in
decision making were associated with greater satisfaction, although
they did not necessarily decrease distress. Overall, they concluded
that an individualised approach was needed to meet patient
communication preferences and styles. Our aid certainly has the
potential of fulfilling this ambition.

Another personalised approach is ‘Decision coaching’: indivi-
dualised, non-directive facilitation of patient preparation for
shared decision making. It is usually provided by genetic
counsellors, nurses, pharmacists, physicians, psychologists or
health educators before the consultation. Part of a coaching
approach may be to use an individualised patient decision aid. In
their review, Stacey et al (2012) found that, compared with usual
care, decision coaching improved knowledge. However, the
improvement in knowledge was similar when coaching was
compared with the use of a decision aid alone. It therefore brings
into question the use of a coaching strategy with the necessary
manpower and associated costs. Our aid requires limited resource
for training and delivery and therefore is a much cheaper
alternative.

Even with all these available interventions, very few are utilised
in everyday practice. Some are so disease specific that their
application is limited or alternatively they are too general for the
needs of individual patients. Our findings support those of
previous studies that report that some doctors are hesitant about
using aids, particularly if they believe they will lengthen the
consultation (Short et al, 2004). This concern may, however, be
short sighted. Investing time in one consultation to deal with
important issues raised by patients may shorten subsequent
consultations (Brown et al, 2001).

Despite advances in communication skills training, it is clear
that doctors are often uncertain or hesitant about what information
to disclose to patients about their diagnosis and poor prognostic
outlook and may avoid disclosing information if they are uncertain
about what the patient may already know or want to know (Ptacek
and McIntosh, 2009). Our findings demonstrated the need for a
consultation aid that informs patients about the consultation
process and how they might like to prepare for the consultation.
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Any consultation aid also needs to facilitate communication by
minimising misunderstandings between doctor and patient,
making apparent the patient’s current level of understanding
about their diagnosis, desire for prognostic information and the
patient’s desire to be involved in decision-making activities. This
could reduce the rigidity of rituals and routines of consulting
behaviour that doctors and patients engage in Kinnersley et al
(2008).

In addition, unlike some of the current interventions, our aid
actually reflects the dynamic of the doctor–patient interaction and
how that shapes both parties’ conduct in their communication with
one another. Patient behaviour cannot be seen in isolation from the
doctor’s; to improve practice there is a requirement to analyse
both parties in interaction with one another (Butow et al, 2004).
The consultation aid we have designed certainly addresses
this issue.

In conclusion, our study provides a rich insight into the
experience of patients and doctors taking part in consultations in
oncology. We have used CA to unpack some of the key component
parts that shape typical patterns of the dynamic of the doctor–
patient interaction. By combining observations from this detailed
analysis as well as information from semi-structured interviews we
have developed a new consultation aid. Feedback from focus
groups set up to establish whether the design of the aid was
acceptable and whether it should be used in practice has been
informative. Patients were very positive; however, feedback
from doctors was more mixed with concerns about the aid
lengthening the consultation and heightening anxiety. All too often
consultation aids are not embedded into clinical practice and
therefore they become an underutilised resource. For this
consultation aid to be rolled out into clinical practice it is essential
that we answer the concerns of the doctors to make sure that they
have confidence in its function. The aid requires full validation and
therefore we propose to carry out an intervention study utilising
the aid to ensure that it can be introduced into the patient
pathway successfully and improve information exchange and
patient experience.
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